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QUESTION 1

Which of the following is true about an email that was signed by User A and sent to User B? 

A. User A signed with User B\\'s private key and User B verified with their own public key. 

B. User A signed with their own private key and User B verified with User A\\'s public key. 

C. User A signed with User B\\'s public key and User B verified with their own private key. 

D. User A signed with their own public key and User B verified with User A\\'s private key. 

Correct Answer: B 

The sender uses his private key, in this case User A\\'s private key, to create a digital signature. The message is, in
effect, signed with the private key. The sender then sends the message to the receiver. The receiver (User B) uses the
public key attached to the message to validate the digital signature. If the values match, the receiver knows the
message is authentic. The receiver uses a key provided by the sender--the public key--to decrypt the message. 

Incorrect Answers: 

A: User A must sign with his own private key, not with User B\\'s private key. 

C: User A must sign with his own private key, not with User B\\'s public key. 

D: User A must sign with his own private key, not with his public key. User B\\'s cannot use the private (secret) key of
User A. 

References: 

Dulaney, Emmett and Chuck Eastton, CompTIA Security+ Study Guide, Sixth Edition, Sybex, Indianapolis, 2014, pp
279-285 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following is BEST used as a secure replacement for TELNET? 

A. HTTPS 

B. HMAC 

C. GPG 

D. SSH 

Correct Answer: D 

SSH transmits both authentication traffic and data in a secured encrypted form, whereas Telnet transmits both
authentication credentials and data in clear text. 

Incorrect Answers: 

A: HTTPS provides the secure means for web-based transactions by utilizing various other protocols such as SSL and
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TLS. 

B: Guarantees the integrity of a message during transmission, but it doesn\\'t provide for non- repudiation. 

C: GNU Privacy Guard (GnuPG or GPG) is a GPL Licensed alternative to the PGP suite of cryptographic software.
Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) is a freeware email encryption system. 

References: 

Stewart, James Michael, CompTIA Security+ Review Guide, Sybex, Indianapolis, 2014, pp 42, 46. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GNU_Privacy_Guard 

Dulaney, Emmett and Chuck Eastton, CompTIA Security+ Study Guide, Sixth Edition, Sybex, Indianapolis, 2014, p
272. 

 

QUESTION 3

When employees that use certificates leave the company they should be added to which of the following? 

A. PKI 

B. CA 

C. CRL 

D. TKIP 

Correct Answer: C 

The certificates of the leaving employees must be made unusable. This is done by revoking them. The revoke
certificates end up in the CRL. Note: The CRL (Certificate revocation list) is exactly what its name implies: a list of
subscribers paired with digital certificate status. The list enumerates revoked certificates along with the reason(s) for
revocation. The dates of certificate issue, and the entities that issued them, are also included. In addition, each list
contains a proposed date for the next release. 

Incorrect Answers: 

A: You can\\'t add revoked certificates to a PKI. 

A public key infrastructure (PKI) is a set of hardware, software, people, policies, and procedures needed to create,
manage, distribute, use, store, and revoke digital certificates. 

B: You can\\'t add revoked certificates to a CA. 

D: TKIP is a wireless protocol and cannot manage certificates. Temporal Key Integrity Protocol or TKIP was a stopgap
security protocol used in the IEEE 802.11 wireless networking standard. TKIP was designed by the IEEE 802.11i task 

group and the Wi-Fi Alliance as an interim solution to replace WEP without requiring the replacement of legacy
hardware. 

References: 

Dulaney, Emmett and Chuck Eastton, CompTIA Security+ Study Guide, Sixth Edition, Sybex, Indianapolis, 2014, pp
171, 279-280, 279-285, 285 
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QUESTION 4

All executive officers have changed their monitor location so it cannot be easily viewed when passing by their offices.
Which of the following attacks does this action remediate? 

A. Dumpster Diving 

B. Impersonation 

C. Shoulder Surfing 

D. Whaling 

Correct Answer: C 

Viewing confidential information on someone\\'s monitor is known as shoulder surfing. By moving their monitors so they
cannot be seen, the executives are preventing users passing by `shoulder surfing\\'. 

Shoulder surfing is using direct observation techniques, such as looking over someone\\'s shoulder, to get information.
Shoulder surfing is an effective way to get information in crowded places because it\\'s relatively easy to stand next to
someone and watch as they fill out a form, enter a PIN number at an ATM machine, or use a calling card at a public pay
phone. Shoulder surfing can also be done long distance with the aid of binoculars or other vision-enhancing devices. To
prevent shoulder surfing, experts recommend that you shield paperwork or your keypad from view by using your body or
cupping your hand. 

Incorrect Answers: 

A: Dumpster diving is looking for treasure in someone else\\'s trash. (A dumpster is a large trash container.) In the world
of information technology, dumpster diving is a technique used to retrieve information that could be used to carry out an 

attack on a computer network. Dumpster diving isn\\'t limited to searching through the trash for obvious treasures like
access codes or passwords written down on sticky notes. Seemingly innocent information like a phone list, calendar, or 

organizational chart can be used to assist an attacker using social engineering techniques to gain access to the
network. This is not what is described in this question. 

Therefore, this answer is incorrect. 

B: Impersonation is where a person, computer, software application or service pretends to be someone or something
it\\'s not. Impersonation is commonly non- maliciously used in client/server applications. However, it can also be used as
a 

security threat. This is not what is described in this question. Therefore, this answer is incorrect. 

D: Whaling is a specific kind of malicious hacking within the more general category of phishing, which involves hunting
for data that can be used by the hacker. In general, phishing efforts are focused on collecting personal data about
users. 

In whaling, the targets are high-ranking bankers, executives or others in powerful positions or job titles. Hackers who
engage in whaling often describe these efforts as "reeling in a big fish," applying a familiar metaphor to the process of 

scouring technologies for loopholes and opportunities for data theft. Those who are engaged in whaling may, for
example, hack into specific networks where these powerful individuals work or store sensitive data. They may also set
up 
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keylogging or other malware on a work station associated with one of these executives. There are many ways that
hackers can pursue whaling, leading C-level or top-level executives in business and government to stay vigilant about
the 

possibility of cyber threats. This is not what is described in this question. Therefore, this answer is incorrect. 

References: 

http://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/definition/shoulder-surfing http://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/definition/dumpster-
diving http://www.techopedia.com/ definition/28643/whaling 

 

QUESTION 5

It has been discovered that students are using kiosk tablets intended for registration and scheduling to play games and
utilize instant messaging. Which of the following could BEST eliminate this issue? 

A. Device encryption 

B. Application control 

C. Content filtering 

D. Screen-locks 

Correct Answer: B 
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